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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Hill’s equation with periodic potential function 
Y” + [A - 4(x)1 Y = 0, 4(x + x> = 4(x). 
By y, and y2 we denote the solutions of (1) which satisfy 
Y,(O) = YP) = 1 and Y;(o) = Y,(O) = 0. 
(1) 
The discrimant of (1) is given by d(A) = yr(n) +u;(n) and A,, L1, AZ,..., the 
zeros of 2 -d(A), are the eigenvalues of (1) subject to the boundary 
conditions y(O) = y(n) and y’(O) = y’(n) while the zeros of 2 t d(A), 
n;, n;, Aj )...) are the eigenvalues of (1) subject to the boundary conditions 
y(O) = --y(x) and y’(O) = -y’(n). It is known [7] that if 4 -A 2(A) has only a 
finite number of simple zeros, then q E C”. We shall assume that q E C” in 
this article, for suitable n. We also assume, without loss of generality 
I;q(x)dx=O. F or ur er ac f th b k ground information see [ 2, 7, 111. 
Since q is a x-periodic function with mean value zero 
q(x) = 5 [a, cos 2nx + b, sin 2nx]. 
ll=l 
We denote the even and odd harmonic parts of q by qe and I’, respectively, 
and let 
I(x)= 2 a2n+l sin2(2n+ 1)x-b2,+,cos2(2n+ 1)x 
?l=O 2(2n + 1) 
3 
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34. 
where 1(x + q’2) = -I(x) so that 
q(x) = s,(x) + Si(x). 
The foolilawing theorems were proved by 
Goldberg and Hochstadt [S, 61. 
THEOREM 1 ([9]). All zeros of 2 -d(L), with the exception of d,, are 
double zeros f and only if 
q,(x) = & + P”(x). (3: 
THEOREM 2 (151). If q E G* and all but three zeros of2 -A@), mm&~, 
.A,,, ,u, , and ,uu2: are double zeros, then 
q; - 3q: + 2uq, + a2 + 4p = 2a12 i +I’ + 2(102 + 211’ 
,x+n/2 
- 2q,P + 211 qJ’ & 
x 
where tx =& +pul +pu, and -/3=;10iu, +/z& +;irlii2 
THEOREM 3 ([l, 81). All zeros of 2 + A(L) are double ifmzd only ij” 
i(x) 5s 0. (5; 
TKEOREM 4 ([6J). All but two zeros of 2 + d(L), namely *ui and /L;: are 
double zeros if and only &f 
.s T ri2 
2(&; + pi) I + fz’ + I” = 2qJ - qJ’ dr. 
-x 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above results by proving the 
fooflowing theorems: 
THEOREM 5. Lel q E C”. If all but 2n + 1 zeros of2 -A(k) (name!y, jI,: 
91 7 $2 :.**> PZn, 1 are double zeros, then 
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where the constants C,, C ,,..., C, depend on 
THEOREM 6. Let q E C”. If all but 2m zeros of 2 + A(x) (namely, 
~;,,a; ,..., &,,) are double zeros, then 
T ,,,+I+ $’ d,T,=O, 
k=l 
where the Tk (k = 1, 2 ,..., m) satisfy T, = I, 
T’ - -; T; + $4; Tk + q, T; - I’ ix I’T,dz + $ t,I’, k+l- 
0 
(10) 
t, constant, and where the constants d,, d, ,..., d, depend on ,a;, pi ,..., ,a;,. 
The constants rk and t, will be identified in Section II. Then (8) can be 
used to verify that (3) and (4) are special cases of (7) when n = 0 and n = 1, 
respectively. Similarly, (5), (6), and a result cited in [5] can be shown, with 
the aid of (lo), to be special cases of (9) when m = 0, m = 1, and m = 2, 
respectively. These can be verified using Eqs. (21a) and (21b). 
Theorems 5 and 6 generalize the previous results to any finite number of 
simple eigenvalues and separate the nonvanishing of instability intervals of 
(1) into two categories corresponding to the zeros of 2 + A(A) and the zeros 
of 2 -A(A). 
Goldberg [3,4] and Lax [lo] showed that all but 2n + 1 zeros of 
4 -A*(A) are double if and only if q(x) satisfies the nth order Korteweg- 
de Vries equation. In Section III we show that when all of the 2n + 1 simple 
zeros of 4 -A*(A) are zeros of 2 -A@) or when 2n of the 2n + 1 simple 
zeros of 4 -A*(A) are zeros of 2 + A@), our present conditions are 
equivalent to the nth order Korteweg-de Vries equation. 
II PROOF OF RESULTS 
By u, and u2 we denote the solutions of 
u” f [A - q(x + z)] u = 0 
which satisfy u,(O, r) = u;(O, r) = 1 and u;(O, r) = ~(0, r) = 0. Solutions ui 
and uZ are related to y, and y2 by means of 
ul(x~~)=Y;(~)Yl(x+ t>-Y;(~>Y*(x+ r>, (11) 
u*(x, r> =Yl(r)Y*(x + r> -Y*(T)Y1(X + r)* (12) 
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LEMMA. u ,(x, z) and u2(x, z) are n-periodic functions of z. 
Proof. Since 9(x + r) is z-periodic replacement of r by r + 71 in the above 
differential equation leaves it invariant. Therefore if U(X, r) is a solution so is 
u(x, r + z). Then 
u,(x, t f n) = au,@, z) + bu,(x, z). 
From the initial conditions it follows that a = B, b = 0 so that ur(x, 5 i n) = 
u~(x, r). A similar argument applies to uz(x, P). 
Differentiating (12) with respect to r three times we obtain with the aid of 
(i), (2), and (11) 
5 u&,2, z) = Zqi(z) U&c/2, r) + 4[q,(r) - ,2] 2 (z//2, T) 
+ zr’(r)[U;@/2, r) f U,(7r/2,2)]. (13) 
Also, it is easy to verify that 
g [U,(71/2, z) + u;@r/2, r)j = -21’(r) U&r/2, sj, 
Each side of the above is a periodic function. It follows that 
Here the term _:- i’(r) u2(71/2, z) dz denotes simply the term by term indefinite 
integrai of a Fourier series. This notation will be retained in the rest of this 
article. 
Equation (13) can now be rewritten as 
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By the use of standard asymptotic results [7] one finds that 
(16) 
Substitution of (15) and (16) into (14) and a comparison of corresponding 
terms in the asymptotic expansions yields 
R+’ =--I 
n+l 4 R ,’ “’ + ;q;R,+’ -+ q&’ 
+ ir,’ I’, f.2 > 0, 
T+’ =-LT+“’ 
nil 4 n + $q;T,+ + qeT,t’ - I’ I’ (x) T,+ (x) dx 
+ $,‘I’, n>l 
where 




Similarly (14) also holds at x = -z/2 so that a substitution of (15) and (16) 
into (14) leads to (17) and (18) with Rz, Tk+, ri, and tk+ replaced by RF. 
T; , r;, and t;, respectively, where 
R;(Z) = Rk(-742, t), T;(Z) = Tk(-n/2, r), and R; = 1, T; = I. (20) 
We now define 
2R,(r) = R:(z) + R;(Z), 2r,=r: +r;, 
2T,(z) = T:(z) + T,(z), 2t, = t: + t/y, 
2R;(z) = R;(z) - R;(Z), 2rc=rt -r;, 
(21) 
2Tt (r) = T;(z) - T;(z), 2t; = t; - t; ) 
and notice that (Rk, rk), (R z, rz), (T,, tk), and (T,*, tz) all satisfy 
Kc+1 = -+R; + jq;Rk + qeR; -I’ JI’(x) Rk(x) dx + +rkI’, k>O. (8) 




,.X t n/2 
- 21 
J 
I’(7) qe(2) 62% t 2q,miz 
x 
arid 
Let g(x, E) be Green’s function satisfying 
g” + [/z - q(x + T)] g = 6(x - E), O<&< 1, (2 \ 2; 
aad the boundary conditions g(0, E) = g(z, e), g’(0, cj = g’(z, c>. A standard 
calculation [9] shows that 
g(x) 5s g(x, 0) = (u,(x, 7) - 24x - z, t))/(2 -d(i)). (23: 
It is known [IO] that d(A) IS an entire function of A of order $ and has the 
following asymptotic representation for real A [ 7 j : 
so that 
From the hypotheses of Theorem 5 we also know that the on!y simple zeros 
of 2 -d(A) are A,,flu, ,..., @2n, and all others must be double zeros so that 
2 -d(A) = (A -&)(/I -p,) . . . (L -p2Jf2(A). WI 
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From (23), (15), (21), (26) we have 
&/Q) = M7d2, z> - u*(-742, t))/P- -A(A)) 
=[ 
2 sin fir42 * R,(r) 
fl z. A” 
---+ 2cos &r/2 2 qq 
m=1 
+(A -&)(a -P,> *** v- hJl-2(4 (27) 
so that 
(A-Lo)@ -PA ... @ -hz>f(~>&/2) 
= 2 sin &7r/2 q R,(z) --++cosfl71/2 x 
fi Eo A” Ii 
f(a). (28) 
Now the Green’s function g(x), as a function of /I must be a meromorphic 
function. But the boundary value problem (1) is selfadjoint from which it 
follows that g(x) can have only simply poles. We conclude therefore that 
each side of (28) must be an entire function. The denominator f(A) in (28) 




(a-a,)@-a,> a’. (a-/&) 
and by use of (25) we see that 
f(A) z 2 sin(fi n/2)/kn+ 1’2 as A-too (30) 
It follows that the right side of (28) is 0(,X”), so that by Liouville’s theorem 
it must be a polynomial in 1, of degree n, say P,(A). Then, using (28), (25), 
and (26) 
2 sin fi n/2 cos fl n/2 
4 
= Pn@) E 2 An-k(Z) ak. 
k=O 
(31) 
By squaring the above and comparing corresponding terms in the asymptotic 
series we obtain 
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We note that all the terms under the radical are independent of r and depend 
only on ~o,~1,...,~2,. One can now rewrite (32) as 
(33) 
From (33) we see incidentally that G, = 1 and A,(r) = 1. From the coef- 






R n+l+ -.t7 C,R,=O 
k=O 
(35) 
if we let C, = Gn+rek, thereby establishing Theorem 5. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is analogous to the previous proof so we skip 
some of the calculational steps in sketching this proof. 
Let g(x, E) be Green’s function which satisfies (22) and the antiperiodic 
boundary conditions g(0) = --g(x) and g’(0) = -g’(n) as in 15, S]. A 
standard calculation shows that 
gixs = g(x, 0) = (u,(x, T> + u2(x - 7r, 2))/(2 + d(/l)j 
and similar to (25) 
2 +A@) = 4 c0s2 &71/2 + 2(cos2 fl7c/2 - sin2 flnj2$ c -f$ 
krl 
+ 2 sin 14X42 cos 4742 y7 2 
fi i a”’ k=l 
The boundary value problem (1) with antiperiodic boundary conditions 
must be selfadjoint, which implies that Green’s function can oniy have 
simple poles. In order for that to happen 
iA -PlKJ -4 ... (A -Pu;,>f(~)&/2) 
=(2&T/2, t) f u2(-$2, 2))/[(2 +Ll(d))/(A -/I;> ... (/I -y;,,)]‘i2 (37) 
409/91,‘2 4 
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must be an entire function. In Eq. (37), we have written 
2+A(/l)=(Lp;)~**(3,-j.&)fy~). (38) 
By an asymptotic analysis, as before, we find that the right side of (37) is 
O(;l”- ‘) and is therefore a polynomial of degree m - 1, say, Pm- i(L) and 
m-1 
Pm-l(A) = )J B&Z) lk. 
k=O 
(39) 
Using (15) and (21) we have 
u2(7c/2, z) + u,(-7l/2, r) = 2 cos qLc/2 g F 
k=l 
(40) 
As in the proof of Theorem 5 we find that 
(41) 
from which we obtain 
m+l 
c Jm+I-nTn(r)=o? (42) 
n=1 
where Jk depends only an ,uU;, & ,..., ,L&,,. Equation (42) is the conclusion of 
Theorem 6. N.B. B,(r) = Jo T,(z) = I(z). 
III REFINEMENTS OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Goldberg [4] showed that if all but 2n + 1 zeros of 4 - A2(,l) are double q 
must necessarily satisfy the nth order Korteweg-de Vries equation 
S,+,(z) = -$ K,S,(z) = 0, Ki constant, (43) 
i=O 
where 
S;+,(r) = -fsy + qSf + fq’Si (i = 1,2,..., n) and So = 1. (44) 
When all of the 2n + 1 simple zeros of 4 - A’(,%) are zeros of 2 -A@) 
Theorems 3 and 5 apply. Thus (7) and (5) are satisfied simultaneously. Since 
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d = 0, g = qe, and (8) reduces to (44). Clearly, (7) is identtca! with 143) :n 
this case. 
When 2n of the 2n + 1 simple zeros of 4 - d”(X) are zeros of 2 +- A(k), (3) 
and (9) are satisfied simultaneously. To show that these conditions are 
equivalent to (43) we prove Lemmas 1 and 2. 
hMMA 1. Let Se, and Si denote the even aizd odd harmonic parts 3f Sk. 
respectively. When 
qe = & + I2 (31 
it necessarily follows that 
sg = 21s; (k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (45) 
ProojI Since Sg = 1 and Si = 0, (45) holds for k = 0. Using (3) we 
separate (44) into odd and even harmonic parts 
As;;1 = -f&s;” + (/lo f I”) SE’ + r’s;’ +- ws:, + fr”s;) (46) 
p;, =-L *s;- f (/I, + I’) s;’ + I’s;’ + II’S:: + fr”s;. (47) 
(47) can be rewritten as 
S:il = -a S;” + (& + I*) S;’ + 2I’IS; + WSy: + 1” j ISi dz 
by assuming (45) true for n = k. The above can be rewritten as 
and by integration 
There is no mean value term, because (48) is odd harmonic. Tf (48) is now 
multiplied by 21, and (45) used again for k = M in (46) a subtraction shows 
that 
s;;, = 2rs;+, 
and Lemma 1 fohows by induction. 
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Proof. Since S, = $4 = $qe + $I’, Sy = i I’ = 4 T; , and Lemma 2 holds 
for k = 1. We now assume that 
T,!,= f C& 
k=l 
and wish to show that TL,, can be expressed as a linear combination of 
s;, s; )...) s;, 1. To accomplish this we substitute (3) into (10) to obtain 
TL+, = -f T; + II’T, + (A, + I’) T:, -I’ !‘I’(t) T,(t) dt + f t,I’. (50) 
With the aid of (49) and some integrations by parts (50) becomes 
TL+, = 2 C, 
k=l 
-a S;” + (A,, + 12) S; + I’ j Z(t) S;(t) dt 1 + [I(O) T,(O) + f t,] I’. (51) 
Comparing (51) with (48) we get 
T’ nt1= 5 wc,l - 3 S;(O) I’] + [I(O) T,(O) + + tn] I’ 
k=l 
n 
= ;, CkSri+l + 2c01’ 
nt1 n+1 
= c c&Is;+ c,s; c ck-&, 
k=2 k=l 
and Lemma 2 is proven. 
Lemma 2 tells us that, when,q, = A,, + 12, the odd harmonic part of (43) is 
equivalent o the derivative of (9), Lemma 1 relates the even harmonic part 
of (43) to its odd part and its equivalence to (9) then follows. 
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